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Purpose: The purpose of this study was to investigate the clinical characteristics
of paravascular abnormalities (PVAs) and retinoschisis, and their associations with
choroidal thickness (ChT) in young highly myopic (HM) adults.

Methods: A total number of 645 eyes were included. Paravascular microfolds (PMs),
paravascular cystoid spaces (PCs), paravascular lamellar holes (PLHs), and retinoschi-
sis were detected using swept-source optical coherence tomography. Their associations
with macular ChT and risk factors were analyzed.

Results: PMs, PCs, and PLHs were detected in 203 (31.5%), 141 (21.9%), and 30 (4.7%)
eyes, respectively. Retinoschisis was found in 50 (7.8%) eyes, 43 (86.0%) of which were
located around the retinal vessels surrounding the optic disc. A decreasing trend of
macular ChT (P < 0.001) was observed in the eyes with PMs only, with both PCs and
PMs, and with PLHs, PCs, and PMs. After adjustments for age, sex, and axial length (AL),
the presence of PCs, PLHs, or retinoschisis around the optic disc was negatively associ-
ated with macular ChT (all P < 0.05). Eyes with longer AL, incomplete posterior vitreous
detachment (PVD), and myopic atrophic maculopathy (MAM) were more likely to have
PCs (all P < 0.01) and retinoschisis around the optic disc (all P < 0.05).

Conclusions: PVAswere observed in approximately one third of the youngHMadults in
this study. The presence of PCs, PLHs, or retinoschisis around the optic disc was associ-
ated with thinner macular ChT. Eyes with longer AL, incomplete PVD, and MAMmay be
at risk of developing PVAs and retinoschisis around the optic disc.

Translational Relevance: PCs, PLHs, and retinoschisis around the optic disc could serve
as early indicators for myopia progression.

Introduction

Paravascular abnormalities (PVAs) represent
fundus lesions located around the retinal vessels,
which occur most frequently in eyes with high myopia

or epiretinal membrane (ERM).1,2 Three types of
PVAs have been defined and reported so far: vascular
and paravascular microfolds (PMs; tenting projec-
tions of the retinal vessels toward the vitreous cavity),
paravascular retinal cystoid spaces (PCs; hyporeflec-
tive spaces around the retinal vessels within the inner
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retina), and paravascular lamellar holes (PLHs; cracks
extending from the internal limiting membrane to the
partial thickness of the neural retina).3–5 Retinoschisis,
a splitting of the retina in highly myopic (HM) eyes,
has been reported in the macula and around the retinal
vascular, which is defined as macular retinoschisis
(MRS) and paravascular retinoschisis (PVRS), respec-
tively.6,7 PVRS has also been included as a type of
PVAs in some previous studies.7,8

Several investigations have been focused on the
distribution of PVAs and their relation to MRS in
HM eyes, emphasizing the need for careful exami-
nations and follow-up because of the possibility of
transition into more severe lesions.6–10 Recent evidence
showed that PVAs were already present at a young age
and were caused by the tractional forces with bridg-
ing tissues between the vitreous cavity and retina.9
The choroidal thickness (ChT) decreases with the
increase in the levels of myopia and is closely corre-
lated with age, refractive diopter, and axial length
(AL).11–15 ChT thinning plays an important role in
the early stage of myopic maculopathy and might
be a marker for the prediction of myopia progres-
sion.14,16,17 Therefore, it is important to explore the
distribution and features of PVAs as early myopic
lesions and their associations with ChT in young adults
with HM.

In this study, we investigated the clinical character-
istics and distribution of various types of PVAs and
retinoschisis in young adults with HM. Their associ-
ations with macular ChT and risk factors were also
analyzed.

Methods

Setting and Participants

The Shanghai High Myopia Study for Adults
(SHMSA) is an ongoing HM cohort study which
started in 2016 at the Shanghai Eye Diseases Preven-
tion and Treatment Center in Shanghai, China. Details
about this study are available in our previous publi-
cation.18 The protocol was approved by the Ethics
Committee of Shanghai General People’s Hospital,
Shanghai Jiao Tong University School of Medicine,
in compliance with the tenets of the Declaration of
Helsinki. Written informed consent forms were signed
by all participants.

All participants enrolled in the present study met
the inclusion criteria: between 18 and 49 years old
and with HM defined as spherical equivalent (SE)
≤ −6 D or AL ≥26 mm.19 The exclusion criteria were
secondarymyopia, intraocular pressure (IOP)>21mm

Hg, corneal opacity, severe cataract, glaucoma, fundus
lesions unrelated to myopia (e.g. diabetic retinopathy,
retinal vein occlusion, central serous chorioretinopathy,
and optic neuropathy), systemic diseases with ocular
involvement, history of eye surgery (except for cataract
surgery), and poor-quality (a signal strength index≤60)
images.

Ophthalmic Examinations

All the participants underwent comprehensive
clinical interviews and ophthalmic examinations,
including slit-lamp biomicroscopy, assessment of SE
using an autorefractor instrument (model KR-8900;
Topcon, Tokyo, Japan), measurement of the IOP (Full
Auto Tonometer TX-F; Topcon, Tokyo, Japan), AL
measurement with an optical low-coherence reflec-
tometer (Lenstar LS-900; Haag-Streit AG, Koeniz,
Switzerland), and swept-source optical coherence
tomography (SS-OCT; model DRI OCT-1 Atlantis;
Topcon, Tokyo, Japan). In the SS-OCT scanning proto-
cols, we used a 12-line radial scan pattern centered on
the fovea and the optic disc with a scan length of 9
mm and a 256-line 3-dimensional scan pattern with
scan dimensions of 12 × 9 × 2.6 mm3. An experi-
enced optometrist performed the subjective refraction
measurements in all participants. The SE was obtained
as the spherical power plus a half of the cylindrical
power.

Classifications and Definitions

Three types of PVAs, including PMs, PCs, and
PLHs, were identified in the SS-OCT images obtained
(Fig. 1). PVRS was defined as retinoschisis around
the retinal vessels outside the macular region. The
locations of PVRS around the optic disc were further
observed (Supplementary Fig. S1). Incomplete poste-
rior vitreous detachment (PVD) and ERMwere identi-
fied as vitreoretinal abnormalities that cause inward
traction.3,9,20–22

Based on the new classification and grading system
(ATN),19 myopic atrophy alterations were classified
into 5 categories: A0, no maculopathy; A1, tessellated
fundus; A2, diffuse chorioretinal atrophy; A3, patchy
chorioretinal atrophy; and A4, macular atrophy. The
eyes with a grade ≥A2 were defined as the presence of
myopic atrophic maculopathy (MAM). The classifica-
tions were performed by two independent, well-trained
graders. In each controversial case, adjudication was
made by a retina specialist.
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Figure 1. Fundus photograph and SS-OCT images of an eye with paravascular abnormalities and retinoschisis both around the vascular
arcade (PVRS) and in the macula (MRS). (A) Right fundus photograph of a 49-year-old woman (axial length = 28.35 mm). (B) Oblique scan
image showing paravascular microfolds (white arrows) and adjacent paravascular cystoid spaces (white asterisks). Fissure-like structure is
observed around a retinal vessel, suggesting the presence of a paravascular lamellar hole (white arrowheads). An outer retinal splitting is also
detected by SS-OCT, which suggests a PVRS (red arrowheads). (C) Horizontal scan image showing the epiretinal membrane (yellow arrows)
and MRS (red arrows). (D) Oblique scan image showing an extending trend of PVRS (red arrowheads) toward the macula; MRS originated
independently in the fovea (red arrows).

SS-OCT Imaging Measurements

The ChT, defined as the vertical distance between
the Bruch’smembrane and the choroid-sclera interface,
was measured in SS-OCT as well. The tomography
maps were overlaid with an Early Treatment Diabetic
Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) grid that was focused on
the fovea. The diameters of the foveal, parafoveal, and
perifoveal circles of the ETDRS grid were 1, 3, and 6
mm, correspondingly, which were further subdivided
into nasal, temporal, superior, and inferior quadrants.
All nine sectors of the grid were applied in the macular
region to obtain the average thickness.

Fundus Photography and Assessments

Fundus photographs centered on the fovea and the
optic disc were obtained using the same SS-OCT with
a digital, nonmydriatic retinal camera. The peripap-
illary atrophy (PPA) area was denoted as chorioreti-
nal atrophy adjacent to the optic disc.23,24 The defini-
tion of the tilted optic disc was previously described
as the tilt ratio of the minimum to the maximum disc
diameter ≤0.80.25,26 The tilt ratio and the PPA area
were calculated from the fundus photographs using

ImageJ version 1.53 software (National Institutes of
Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). The magnification of
the fundus camera was × 1.4, and the total magnifi-
cation was calculated by integrating the magnification
factor of ImageJ software. The area of the PPA was
converted from pixels into millimeters squared. The
lateral magnification was corrected using AL by the
Littmann’s formula.27

Statistical Analysis

All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS
software version 26 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA),
and a 2-tailed value of P < 0.05 was considered to
indicate statistically significant differences. Only the
right eye of each participant was included for statis-
tical analyses. The participants’ characteristics were
expressed as counts or proportions for the categorical
data and as means ± standard deviation (SD) for the
continuous data. The distribution was assessed by the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The intergroup differences
of the continuous data were tested using Student’s
t-test, Mann-Whitney U test, or Kruskal-Wallis test
with Bonferroni’s post hoc test. The frequency of the
categorical variables was compared via the chi-square
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test or Fisher’s exact test. The P value for the trend
was calculated by univariate regression analysis. Multi-
variate linear regression analysis was also performed to
determine the effects of PVAs and PVRS on macular
ChT.Multivariate logistic regression was used to detect
the risk factors.

Results

General Characteristics

Of the 658 right eyes that were initially screened in
this study, 13 were excluded for the following reasons:
10 eyes had IOP >21 mm Hg; one had glaucoma; one
had retinal pathology unrelated to high myopia; and
one had a history of eye surgery other than cataract
extraction. Finally, a total number of 645 right eyes
of 645 participants (310 men and 335 women) were
analyzed. The mean age was 29.13 ± 9.47 years, the
mean SE was −7.38 ± 2.44 D, and the mean AL was
26.71 ± 1.00 mm.

Distribution and Features of PVAs and Their
Associations With Macular ChT

On the SS-OCT images obtained, we detected PVAs
in 203 (31.5%) of the 645 eyes. The participants with
PVAs tended to be older (P < 0.001), with longer AL

(P < 0.001), with lower SE (P < 0.001), with thinner
macular ChT (P < 0.001), with larger PPA area (P <

0.001), and with higher rates of MAM (P < 0.001),
incomplete PVD (P < 0.001), and ERM (P = 0.005;
Table 1).

PMs, PCs, and PLHs were detected in 203 (31.5%),
141 (21.9%), and 30 (4.7%) eyes, respectively. We
further divided the participants into 3 age groups and
3 AL groups: 26.0% of the eyes had PVAs in the 18
to 29 years age group; the proportion rose to 37.1% in
the 30 to 39 years age group, and continued to increase
to 41.6% in the 40 to 49 years age group. In the group
with an AL value less than 26 mm, 24.6% had PVAs,
and the proportion rose to 30.5% in the group with an
AL between 26 and 28 mm; this increase continued to
50.8% in the groupwith anAL value of 28mmormore.
Upward trends in the percentages of the eyes with PMs,
PCs, and PLHs were observed with aging (all P < 0.01)
and AL elongation (all P < 0.01; Fig. 2).

All eyes with PCs co-existed with PMs, and all eyes
with PLHs co-existed with PCs and PMs. The eyes with
PMs only showed no difference inAL, SE, andmacular
ChT but had an older mean age (P = 0.006) than the
eyes without PVAs. The eyes with both PCs and PMs,
and the eyes with PLHs, PCs, and PMs had older mean
age, longer AL, lower SE, and thinner macular ChT
(all P < 0.05) than the eyes without PVAs (Table 2). A
decreasing trend in macular ChT (P < 0.001) and SE
(P < 0.001) but an increasing trend in AL (P < 0.001)
and the presence of MAM (P < 0.001) were observed

Table 1. General Characteristics and Comparisons between the Eyes With and Without Paravascular
Abnormalities

All Non-PVAs PVAs P Value

No. of the eyes 645 442 203
Age, y 29.13 ± 9.47 28.08 ± 9.04 31.42 ± 9.98 <0.001
Sex (male/female) 310/335 220/222 90/113 0.20
AL, mm 26.71 ± 1.00 26.60 ± 0.92 26.90 ± 1.12 <0.001
SE, D −7.38 ± 2.44 −7.06 ± 2.32 −8.06 ± 2.57 <0.001
IOP, mm Hg 14.60 ± 2.57 14.54 ± 2.57 14.72 ± 2.56 0.47
Macular ChT, μm 181.51 ± 57.19 188.66 ± 55.72 165.94 ± 57.41 <0.001
Incomplete PVD, n (%) 325 (50.39) 195 (44.12) 136 (67.00) <0.001
ERM, n (%) 7 (1.09) 1 (0.23) 6 (2.96) 0.005
MAM, n (%) 24 (3.72) 6 (1.36) 18 (8.87) <0.001
Retinoschisis, n (%) 50 (7.75) 0 (0.00) 50 (24.63) <0.001
PPA area, mm2 0.53 ± 0.78 0.46 ± 0.71 0.69 ± 0.90 <0.001
Tilt ratio 0.81 ± 0.09 0.81 ± 0.09 0.81 ± 0.09 0.96

PVAs, paravascular abnormalities; AL, axial length; SE, spherical equivalent; D, diopter; IOP, intraocular pressure; ChT,
choroidal thickness; PVD, posterior vitreous detachment; ERM, epiretinal membrane; MAM, myopic atrophic maculopathy;
PPA, peripapillary atrophy.

The P values for the difference between PVAs and non-PVAs groupswere byMann-WhitneyU test, chi-square test, or Fisher’s
exact test, as appropriate.
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Figure 2. Percentages of the eyeswith paravascularmicrofolds (PMs), paravascular cystoid spaces (PCs), paravascular lamellar holes (PLHs),
and retinoschisis stratified by age (left) and axial length (right).

Table 2. Characteristics of the EyesWithout PVAs, With PMs only, With Both PCs and PMs, andWith PLHs, PCs, and
PMs

Non-PVAs PMs Only PCs and PMs PLHs, PCs, and PMs P for Trendb P Valuec

No. of the eyes 442 62 111 30
Age, y 28.08 ± 9.04 31.39 ± 9.17a 30.69 ± 10.24a 34.17 ± 10.48a 0.001 0.44, 0.11, 0.35
Sex (male/female) 220/222 38/24 43/68a 9/21a 0.015
AL, mm 26.60 ± 0.92 26.64 ± 1.02 26.99 ± 1.14a 27.50 ± 1.05a <0.001 0.10, 0.009, <0.001
SE, D −7.06 ± 2.32 −7.13 ± 2.28 −8.40 ± 2.40a −8.72 ± 3.24a <0.001 <0.001, 0.75, 0.004
Macular ChT, μm 188.66 ± 55.72 196.89 ± 60.23 158.57 ± 50.59a 129.25 ± 44.39a <0.001 <0.001, 0.011, <0.001
MAM, n (%) 6 (1.36) 2 (3.23) 10 (9.01)a 6 (20.00)a <0.001
Retinoschisis 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 28 (25.23)a 22 (73.33)a <0.001

PVAs, paravascular abnormalities; PMs, paravascular microfolds; PCs, paravascular cystoid spaces; PLHs, paravascular lamel-
lar holes; AL, axial length; SE, spherical equivalent; D, diopter; ChT, choroidal thickness; MAM, myopic atrophic maculopathy.

aThe P < 0.05 for comparisons between non-PVAs groups and other three groups using the Mann-Whitney U test or chi-
square test.

bThe P values for trend using univariate regression analysis.
cThe P values for the difference between eyes with PMs only and eyes with both PCs and PMs, eyes with both PCs and PMs

and eyes with PLHs, PCs, and PMs, and eyes with PMs only and eyes with PLHs, PCs, and PMs using the Kruskal-Wallis test with
the post hoc test.

in the eyes with PMs only, with both PCs and PMs and
with PLHs, PCs, and PMs.

Next, multivariate linear regression analysis was
performed to identify the independent factors associ-
ated with macular ChT. The model showed that the
presence of both PCs and PMs, and the simulta-
neous presence of PLHs, PCs, and PMs were both
independently associated with macular ChT after
adjustments for age, sex, AL, and PPA area (both P
= 0.001). However, the presence of PMs only was
not associated with macular ChT. The combination
of these factors yielded an adjusted R2 of 0.208
(Table 3).

Using multivariate regression analysis, we further
explored the risk factors for the presence of both PCs
and PMs and concurrent presence of PLHs, PCs, and
PMs. Significant factors associated with the presence
of both PCs and PMs were female sex (odds ratio [OR]
= 1.71, P = 0.024), longer AL (OR = 1.48, P = 0.001),
the presence of incomplete PVD (OR = 1.91, P =
0.008), and the presence of MAM (OR = 4.54, P =
0.007). Statistically significant factors associated with
the simultaneous presence of PLHs, PCs, and PMs
were female sex (OR= 3.25,P= 0.016), longerAL (OR
= 2.46, P < 0.001), and the presence of MAM (OR
= 4.78, P = 0.039; Table 4). However, the presence of
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Table 3. Multivariate Regression Analysis of Associated Factors with Macular Choroidal Thickness in All Subjects

Variables β Standard Error P Value VIF

Age, y −0.05 0.24 0.83 1.23
Sex (female) −23.56 4.20 <0.001 1.09
PVAs
Non-PVAs 1.00 (Reference)
PMs only 6.65 6.97 0.34 1.05
PCs and PMs −18.30 5.54 0.001 1.09
PLHs, PCs, and PLHs −34.12 9.96 0.001 1.10

AL, mm −17.20 2.25 <0.001 1.26
PPA area, mm2 −8.89 2.97 0.003 1.34

PVAs, paravascular abnormalities; PMs, paravascular microfolds; PCs, paravascular cystoid spaces; PLHs, paravascular lamel-
lar holes; AL, axial length; PPA, peripapillary atrophy.

Table 4. Multivariate Regression Analysis of the Risk Factors Associated With Paravascular Abnormalities in the
Different Groups

Odds Ratio (95% Confidence Intervals) P Value

PCs and PMs versus non-PVAs
Age, y 1.01 (0.99–1.04) 0.27
Sex (female) 1.71 (1.07–2.71) 0.024
AL (per 1-mm increase) 1.48 (1.18–1.87) 0.001
Incomplete PVD 1.91 (1.19–3.07) 0.008
ERM 5.47 (0.48–62.28) 0.17
MAM 4.54 (1.51–13.66) 0.007
PLHs, PCs, and PMs versus non-PVAs
Age, y 1.05 (1.0–1.10) 0.05
Sex (female) 3.25 (1.25–8.45) 0.016
AL (per 1-mm increase) 2.46 (1.57–3.84) <0.001
Incomplete PVD 1.94 (0.80–4.75) 0.15
ERM 2.88 (0.17–48.02) 0.46
MAM 4.78 (1.08–21.12) 0.039

PVAs, paravascular abnormalities; PMs, paravascular microfolds; PCs, paravascular cystoid spaces; PLHs, paravascular lamel-
lar holes; AL, axial length; PVD,posterior vitreousdetachment; ERM, epiretinalmembrane;MAM,myopic atrophicmaculopathy.

incomplete PVD was not a risk factor for the concur-
rent presence of PLHs, PCs, and PMs.

Distribution and Features of Retinoschisis
and its Association With Macular ChT

Retinoschisis was detected in 50 (7.8%) of 645 eyes.
Forty-three (86.0%) of 50 eyes with retinoschisis were
identified to be with PVRS around the optic disc,
4 (8.0%) eyes with PVRS away from the optic disc,
and 3 (6.0%) eyes with MRS. The eyes with PVRS

around the optic disc had longer AL (P< 0.001), lower
SE (P < 0.001), larger PPA area (P < 0.001), and
thinner macular ChT (P< 0.001) than the eyes without
retinoschisis (Supplementary Table S1). Multivariate
regression analysis revealed that the presence of PVRS
around the optic disc was negatively associated with
macular ChT after adjustments for age, sex, AL, and
PPA area (β, 95% confidence interval [CI], β = −21.15,
95% CI = −37.69, −4.62, P = 0.012, and adjusted R2

of 0.185). We further found that longer AL (OR =
1.97, 95% CI = 1.42, 2.73, P < 0.001), the presence of
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incomplete PVD (OR= 2.15, 95%CI= 1.01, 4.60,P=
0.048), and the presence of MAM (OR = 5.46, 95% CI
= 1.99, 15.02, P = 0.001) were risk factors for PVRS
around the optic disc.

Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study
to describe the distribution of PVAs among young
adults with HM and to investigate their relationship
with both macular ChT and vitreoretinal abnormali-
ties. A decreasing trend of macular ChT was found in
the eyes with PMs only, the eyes with both PCs and
PMs, and the eyes with PLHs, PCs, and PMs.Addition-
ally, the susceptibility of PVRS around the optic disc
was evaluated. Longer AL, the presence of incomplete
PVD, and the presence of MAM were risk factors for
the occurrence of both PCs and PMs and for that of
PVRS around the optic disc. This is a significant clini-
cal observation given that the continuous thinning of
macular ChT may lead to myopic maculopathy. PVAs
and PVRS were commonly found in young HM eyes
and were associated with both macular ChT and vitre-
oretinal abnormalities. These findings suggest that the
presence of PVAs and PVRS could serve as a potential
indicator for myopia progression at an early stage.

In our study, we identified PMs, PCs, and PLHs in
31.5%, 21.9%, and 4.7% of the HM eyes, respectively.
In previous hospital-based investigations with approx-
imate mean ages of 50 years, incidence of PMs was
44.6% to 82.9%, of PCs 48.4% to 71.7%, and of PLHs
14.0% to 31.4%.3,6,8 The values of our data were lower
than those of most of the previous studies, in part
because we focused on young adults, and other factors,
such as OCT instrument, scanning mode and range,
age group, definition of high myopia, and eye surgery
history might have affected the detection accuracy of
PVAs.28 We further investigated the proportions of
PVAs in different age groups and the proportions of
the eyes with PMs, PCs, and PLHs were all found to
increase with aging.

Our results revealed that in all eyes with PCs, the
condition was accompanied by PMs and in all eyes
with PCs and PMs, the disorders were accompanied
by PLHs. We speculated there is a certain progres-
sive relationship in the development of these three
lesions. Choroid thinning is an important indicator
for the progression of high myopia and pathologic
myopia.14,16,17 Thus, we grouped the three lesions and
found a decreasing trend of macular ChT in the eyes
with PMs only, the eyes with both PCs and PMs, and
the eyes with PLHs, PCs, and PMs. No significant

differences were found in macular ChT between the
eyeswith PMsonly and the eyeswithout PVAs,whereas
the eyes with PCs and PLHs and the eyes with PLHs,
PCs, and PMs were found to be significantly associated
with thinner macular ChT. Moreover, the concurrent
presence of PLHs, PCs, and PMs was associated with a
more significant decrease inmacular ChT (β = −34.12,
P= 0.001) thanwith the presence of both PCs andPMs
(β = −18.30, P = 0.001). Thus, considerable atten-
tion should be paid to the presence of PCs or PLHs,
but not of PMs only because they were closely associ-
ated with choroid thinning and probably with future
myopia progression, which requires a further longitu-
dinal study to confirm.

The development processes of PVAs and retinoschi-
sis have been widely discussed, but the findings are still
inconclusive.3,9 In general, PMs are the most common
types of PVAs that occur with aging due to the insuf-
ficient flexibility of the retinal vessels and the action
of tractional forces caused by the vitreous body.4,22 As
lesions progress, PCs appear around PMs, and PLHs
develop as the inner wall of PCs is removed by vitre-
oretinal forces. Our statistical analysis results revealed
that incomplete PVD was no longer a risk factor for
PLHs, which was consistent with the results of a previ-
ous study, suggesting that the formation of PLHs may
be caused by the tractional force release from the retinal
surface.7 Therefore, we propose that PLHs and PVRS
are both advanced lesions of PCs. PLHs result from
the release of the tractional force, whereas continuous
vitreoretinal adhesions may induce PVRS (Fig. 3).7,9
The formation of PLHs and the defect of the inner
retina in the eyes with PLHs could induce themigration
of paravascular cells.3,9 The migrated cells might then

Figure 3. Schematic diagram showing the possible course of
development of paravascular abnormalities and retinoschisis. First,
paravascular microfolds (PMs) occur with aging, frequently accom-
panied by the vitreoretinal adhesion at the retinal vessel. Second,
paravascular cystoid spaces (PCs) appear aroundPMs. Third, paravas-
cular lamellar holes develop as the inner wall of PCs is removed
by the vitreoretinal force, or paravascular retinoschisis occurs with
continuous vitreoretinal adhesion.
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produce collagen and facilitate the proliferative and
contractive properties of the inner limiting membrane,
which may play an important role in the development
of MRS.3

Another interesting finding is that the largest part
of the cases with retinoschisis in young HM eyes was
with PVRS located around the optic disc. Few studies
have examined peripapillary retinoschisis in HM eyes;
thus, our research provided additional evidence in this
field.29–31 Decreased macular and peripapillary ChT
and increased PPA area have been reported in HM
eyes.32–34 In the present study, we found that macular
ChT was associated with further thinning, and the
PPA area was additionally enlarged after the occur-
rence of peripapillary retinoschisis. According to previ-
ous studies, the enlargement of the PPA area and some
morphological characteristics of the optic disc could
precede the changes of the macula and were poten-
tial indicators of the progression of high myopia to
pathologic myopia.35–38 Our results revealed that the
presence of PVRS around the optic disc was indepen-
dently associated with macular ChT, suggesting that it
is an early indicator for myopia progression. Recently,
Takahashi et al.7 proposed that retinoschisis may first
appear in the paravascular area and then extend toward
the macula. In the present study, in all three eyes with
MRS, the condition coexisted with PVRS, and contin-
uous trend for transition from PVRS to MRS was
observed. Therefore, PVRS should also be considered
a precursor lesion of MRS.

Several limitations in this study should be acknowl-
edged. First, a referral bias might have existed because
the recruitment was not population-based, and the
results of this study could not be directly applied
to young adults with HM in the general population.
Second, due to the cross-sectional nature of this study,
the progression of PVAs over time could not be investi-
gated. To determine the causal effects for these lesions,
a further longitudinal study is necessary. Third, the
occurrence of posterior staphylomawas not assessed in
our study due to its low prevalence in young people and
the relatively insufficient SS-OCT scan length, accom-
panied by the absence of a wide-field imaging system.

In conclusion, PVAs can be observed in approxi-
mately one third of young adults with HM. The largest
part of retinoschisis in youngHMeyes is PVRS located
around the optic disc. Longer AL, the presence of
incomplete PVD, and the presence of MAMare poten-
tial risk factors for PVAs and PVRS around the optic
disc. Our findings emphasize the importance of paying
more attention to young HM eyes with PCs, PLHs,
or PVRS, which are independently associated with
choroidal thinning and might be potential indicators
for myopia progression.
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